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Gift-wrapping tips and tricks

Much of the focus of
each holiday season is on
gift-giving, but all those gifts
will eventually need to be
wrapped. Stacks of presents
just waiting to be covered
with paper and ribbon
can overwhelm gift givers,
prompting them to put off
wrapping gifts until the last
minute. Hesitant wrappers
with a pile of gifts to wrap
can use these tricks to make
the process go smoothly.

Find inspiration
Instead of

wrapping as yet another
chore, try to envision how
the recipient will feel peeling
open the paper and finding
the gift inside. Wrapping
can be the prelude to the
gift itself, and intensify the
anticipation. The wrapping
paper or style also may draw
on aspects of the gift itself.
For example, a knit scarf
can be placed in a crocheted
stocking.

Handle oddly-shaped
items

looking at

Wrapping rectangular boxes

Thanks to families being
more spread out than ever
before,
today’s
holiday
shoppers must figure out
ways to get holiday gifts to
their destination on time. The
holiday season tends to be
the busiest time of year for
many delivery services. The
following tips should help
shoppers ensure their loved
ones’ gifts arrive on time.
• Ship directly. Adobe
Analytics reported that online
shopping hit a record high
of $108.2 billion in the 2017
holiday shopping season, and
all indicators suggest online
shopping will only increase
in the years to come. Holiday
shoppers who want to ensure
their loved ones will receive
their gifts on time can rely
on online shopping. When
checking out, have gifts
shipped directly to loved

ones’ homes. Many online
retailers will even wrap gifts
for a nominal fee.
• Research shipping options.
In 2018, Christmas falls
on a Tuesday. Shoppers
who plan to rely on twoday or overnight shipping
should keep that in mind.
Some delivery services may
be open throughout the
weekend before Christmas,
while others may only be
open on Saturday. Lastminute shoppers, whether
they’re shopping online or
in-person, should confirm
their shipping options well
in advance of Christmas.
Because Christmas is on a
Tuesday this year, getting
gifts to their destination on
time may require shoppers
to purchase and ship them
earlier than they otherwise
might.

can be a snap, but what about
something that’s round or full
of angles?
Think about placing oddlyshaped items inside another
item to make the shape more
uniform. Shoe boxes, coffee
cans and even paper towel
rolls can hold items. Then
place the wrapping on these
containers.

Cover prices

To enable easy exchanges
or returns, do not cut off the
price tags of gifts. Instead,
place a festive sticker over the

dollar amount, but leave the
scan bar visible. This way the
gift recipient can return the
gift with ease if necessary.

Keep supplies ready

Devote a bin or bins to
wrapping supplies and tools.
Having scissors, paper,
tape, ribbon, and more in a
designated spot will cut down
on having to hunt and peck
when it comes time to wrap.
Martha Stewart suggests
getting a rotary cutter to cut
long straight or decorative
edges on wrapping paper.

Rotary cutters may be easier
to use than scissors, especially
when paired with a ruler.

Wrap on a firm surface

Devote a table or counter
to wrapping gifts. This will
keep the paper taut and neat
and make it easier to cut and
position. You risk tearing the
paper or puncturing it when
working on carpeting or
bedding.

Color- or pattern-code
gifts

It’s easy to visualize who
gets what gift when each

recipient has his or her own
special wrapping paper. This
is also a handy idea when
wrapping gifts from Santa, as
it will differentiate the Santa
gifts from the ones being
given by Mom and Dad.
With a few helpful
pointers, wrapping gifts can
be easy. And for those who
prefer to skip the wrapping
themselves, many malls and
retailers offer complimentary
wrapping for a small donation
to charity.

Have a stress-free holiday.

Get all your mailed gifts there on time
• Purchase package insurance.
Consumer Reports notes that
UPS and FedEx shipments
automatically come with
declared-value coverage of
up to $100. (Note: Declared
value is the carrier’s maximum
liability.) Purchasing additional

insurance can ease shoppers’
concerns about lost or stolen
packages. Just be sure to keep
all invoices and receipts in
case claims must be filed.
Shoppers also should ask
for tracking numbers on all
packages so they can confirm
when packages are delivered.
• Properly secure the package.
Many delivery services now
have off-site drop-off boxes
that can make it easy to send
gifts. This is a convenient
service, but shoppers who use
them won’t be able to have a
company employee provide
in-person confirmation that

their packages are secured
to
company
standards.
Poorly packaged items may
never be shipped. Visit the

shipping company’s website
for packaging guidelines,
and include a business card
and duplicate label inside

the package just in case it is
damaged after being dropped
off.
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J&J Asian Café: Something
different after Thanksgiving

It wasn’t an attempt to re-create the
scene from (almost) everyone’s favorite holiday movie, “A Christmas
Story,” when after the dogs devour
the family’s turkey they end up at a
Chinese restaurant,
when we chose the
J&J Asian Café in
Baytown for lunch.
It was the day
after feasting on
all of the traditional
Thanksgiving
treats – turkey,
MATT
ham, stuffing, hot
HOLLIS
rolls and so on. I
had seen enough
turkey to last until next Christmas
(which is now less than a month
away!) So, when deciding on where
to dine next, Chinese food sounded
like a great choice.
The J&J Asian Café has been at
the strip mall location on Garth Road
since about late 2016. We spied the
café while driving down Garth and
felt it would be a good place to go
to relieve our Thanksgiving dinner
woes. We walked in and were welcomed by a friendly waiter who
guided us to our booth.
After getting drink and soup orders, we were treated to fillers, something I had not seen much at other
Chinese restaurants. The fillers were
a great supplement to the Wonton
soup. They are almost like the chips
and sauce you get at Mexican restaurants.
If you are into Chinese food appetizers, there is no shortage at the J&J
Asian Café. The restaurant offers the
traditional fried vegetable spring roll
as well as the shrimp roll. But there
is also crab Rangoon, BBQ pork ribs,
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Sweet and Sour Chicken from J&J Asian Café

steam dumplings, pan-fried dumplings and even minced chicken in
lettuce wraps. Aside from Wonton
soup, there are plenty of soup selections such as egg drop soup, hot and
sour soup, chicken corn soup, sizzling rice soup, Thai Tim Yum Soup
and the House Wonton Soup.
For the main course, I chose the
sweet and sour chicken. There were
plenty of planks, so no shortage of
food. Of course, there were chopped
green bell peppers, carrots and onions to add to the flavor. Two big
scoops of brown rice accompanied
the chicken and a bowl of sweet and
sour sauce, which was perfect for
dipping (I do not like it covered on
the chicken. I prefer to dip).
The atmosphere was cozy in a
modern, but simplistic, way. There
are some paintings and a hi-definition TV with its volume set at the

right decibels. You should have much
trouble conversing with your date as
you partake here. Not only can you
dine in at the J&J Asian Café, but also
you can have food delivered or order
ahead and take it out. So, if you are
sick of turkey and are not quite ready
to endlessly indulge on Christmas
candy, check out the J&J Asian Café.
It is not just something different; it
is an excellent choice for food. J&J
Asian Café is located at 6325 Garth
Rd, No. 10 in Baytown, not far from
Kroger. The café is open every day
from 10:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., except
Fridays and Saturdays, when it closes at 10:30 p.m. Their phone number
is 281-839-2388.
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Matt Hollis is a reporter for The
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30 ways to celebrate a merry month

Beginning now and running through New Year’s Day, we
celebrate a variety of holidays, marked by various gatherings of
friends and family, decadent foods, cocktails, traveling, and gift
exchanges. The National Retail Federation says consumers will
spend an average of $967 during the holiday season. However,
the joy of the holidays also is about all of the memorable
experiences that tend to make the season so beloved.
With that in mind, here are 30 ways to make the holiday
season that much more merry.
1. Visit with an elderly or housebound neighbor and share
conversation.
2. Donate gently used toys to a children’s hospital.
3. Research the history of the holiday and share it with people
you care about.
4. Make handmade Christmas tree ornaments.
5. Donate money to a charity or other good cause.
6. Encourage “pay it forward” movements in your community.
Start by doing something simple like buying a coffee for a
complete stranger.
7. Feed birds facing the cold, winter weather.
8. Take a ride or walk around the neighborhood to look at
decorated houses.
9. Make a fire in a fire pit in the yard and toast marshmallows
while sipping hot chocolate.
10. Binge watch holiday movies.
11. Attend the concert of a children’s choir.

12. Help a friend decorate his or her home.
13. Host a tree-trimming party.
14. Schedule a day for baking cookies.
15. Sing Christmas carols at a nursing home.
16. Put together care packages of items and send them to
troops overseas.
17. Share the holidays with a military family whose spouse is in
service and can’t make it home.
18. Offer to shop for someone who is homebound due to age,
a chronic illness or injury.
19. Visit a large city to look at Christmas window displays.
20. Buy and hang real mistletoe … and use it.
21. Make a new friend and invite him or her to a holiday party
for the first time.
22. Babysit a newborn so his or her parents can get errands
done or just catch up on rest.
23. Volunteer at a soup kitchen.
24. Share the religious traditions of your holiday with someone
of a different faith.
25. If weather permits, go sledding, build a snowman or have
a snowball fight.
26. Share favorite memories at family holiday dinners.
27. Remember a deceased loved one with a special tribute.
28. Construct a gingerbread house.
29. Teach someone how to make a cherished family recipe.
30. Surprise a distant relative with an impromptu visit.

4 tips for cooking for a crowd

1. Prepare a familiar dish.
Hosts may agonize over
their holiday menus, and
some may feel compelled to
prepare a family specialty or
the same dishes their parents
or grandparents prepared for
holiday dinners when they were
children. But holiday hosts can
make things easy on themselves
by choosing dishes they’ve made
in the past, regardless of their
place in family history. Chances
are the ingredients for hosts’
own specialties are already in
the pantry, saving a potentially
time-consuming trip to the

grocery store. And thanks to
the familiarity factor, hosts’ own
specialties likely won’t require as
much time to prepare.
2. Share some cooking duties.
Another way to simplify
cooking for a crowd is to invite
guests to bring along a side dish or
dessert. Guests who live nearby
can make something in advance
of the big meal, while hosts
can hand over their kitchens to
overnight guests who express a
willingness to contribute their
own homecooked dish to the
party. Sharing the cooking duties
gives hosts more time to connect

traditional sense, paying for
a night out is a great way to
show hosts you recognize
and appreciate all of their
hard work. Call your host
in advance of your visit and
insist on taking everyone out
to dinner one night during
your stay, even splitting the
tab with other guests if a
lot of people will be staying
overnight.
• Holiday photo frame
or album: Men and women
like to host family during
the holidays because it’s a
great chance to make lasting
memories and reconnect
with loved ones. Help
hosts commemorate those
memories by giving them a
photo frame in which they

can place a picture of the
whole family, or an album
where they can place various
photos of the family from
this holiday season.
• Spa day: Of course, gifts
for holiday hosts need not tie
in to hosting. A certificate for
a day at a local spa can be just
what exhausted hosts need
to refresh once all of their
guests have come and gone.
If a day at the spa is beyond
your budget, put together
a home spa package with
bubble bath, scented candles
and a bottle of wine.
Holiday hosts deserve a
little extra for inviting family
and friends into their homes
during this joyous time of
year.

with friends and family and
serves as a great way to plan the
menu in advance.
3. Only make what guests are
likely to eat.
Hosts also should not feel
pressured to cook more food
than is necessary. Holiday meals
have a tendency to be lavish, but
hosts don’t have to spend all day
in the kitchen preparing food
that will likely end up as leftovers
or trash. Get a final headcount in
the days before everyone comes
over and adjust your recipes
accordingly.

4. Start early.
If the big is on Christmas
Day, that does not mean hosts
have to start cooking while
everyone unwraps their presents.
Hosts who are uncertain about
what to cook can look for meals
that can be prepared in advance
so come the big day all they need
to do is turn on the oven and
let meals cook while the family
spends time together.
Hosts can employ various
strategies to simplify the process
of cooking for a crowd this
holiday season.

Great gifts for holiday hosts

Hosting family and friends
during the holiday season is a
big responsibility, especially
for those men and women
welcoming overnight guests
into their homes. Hosts
anticipate opening their
homes to loved ones during
the holiday season and would
never ask for anything in
return. But guests who want
to show their appreciation
to their gracious hosts can
consider these gift ideas this
holiday season.
• Decorative vase: The
holiday season is colorful,
and many people deck their
halls with poinsettias or other
plants and flowers during this
time of year. A decorative
holiday vase is a thoughtful

gift that can be part of hosts’
holiday decor for years to
come.
• Wine rack: Wine makes
a perfect complement to
holiday meals, and hosts
might appreciate a place to
store their collections. Guests
unfamiliar with the layout of
their hosts’ homes may want
to choose a countertop wine
rack, which won’t take up
much space and can be a
convenient place to store a
bottle or two before dinner.
Guests who want to go the
extra mile can bring along a
few bottles of wine so the
wine rack is presented fully
stocked.
• A night out: While it
might not be a gift in the

Stay safe stringing lights

Lighting displays are one
of the many things that help
make the holiday season a
special time of year. Often
awe-inspiring, holiday lighting
displays present a perfect
opportunity for communities
and individuals to showcase
their festive sides.
Safety should always be a
priority when stringing holiday
lights both inside and outside
a home. The National Fire
Protection Association notes
that, between 2009 and 2014,
fire departments in the United
States responded to an average
of 210 home fires that started
with Christmas trees per year.
Lighting displays strung on
home exteriors also can pose
safety risks if homeowners
do not exercise caution.

Fortunately, various strategies
can help homeowners safely
decorate their homes’ interiors
and exteriors this holiday
season.
• Choose a fresh tree. The
NFPA recommends celebrants
who prefer natural Christmas
trees choose ones with fresh,
green needles that do not fall
off when touched. Dry trees
are more likely to catch fire
than freshly cut trees. Adding
water to the tree stand each
day will keep trees fresher
longer. When placing the tree,
avoid placing it too close to
heat sources, making sure it is
at least three feet away from
fireplaces, radiators, candles,
heat vents, or lights.
• Check all lights before
stringing them. All lights,

including those going on trees
inside a home and those being
strung outside, should be
inspected prior to being strung.
Look for any worn or broken
cords and replace any defected
lights.
• Employ the buddy
system. When stringing lights,
always work with at least one
other person. This makes it safe
for homeowners who must
climb ladders to string lights on
especially tall trees and/or on
their home exteriors.
• Avoid working in
inclement weather. The
weather during the holiday
season can sometimes be
unpleasant or unpredictable.
Check the forecast before
stringing exterior lights to
ensure Mother Nature won’t

pose a threat. Avoid hanging
lights if the forecast predicts
wet, icy or windy conditions
that can make ladders unstable.
• Turn lights off when
going to bed and/or leaving
the house. Interior and
exterior holiday lights should
not be left on when no one
is home or everyone inside is
sleeping. If left on overnight
or when no one is home, lights
may contribute to fires that
damage homes and may even
prove fatal.
Holiday lighting displays help
make this time of year special.
Following some simple safety
procedures when decorating
with lights can ensure everyone
enjoys a safe and happy holiday
season.

Com shop!

New Arrival Dail

www.hautestufftx.com
713.248.8133

911 Massey Tompkins Rd. | Baytown, TX 77521
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Dec. 7
• Deadline

Dear Teachers and Parents,
Please have your elementary students write their
letters to Santa and get them to The Baytown Sun
by Friday, December 7, 2018.
Our elves can pick them up from your school or
you can drop them by The Baytown Sun at 1301
Memorial Drive in Baytown.
All letters will publish as the children have
written them on Sunday, December 23, just in time
for Santa to make his rounds with the reindeer.
If you need more time, call Carol Skewes at 832477-7314 to make arrangements or email
carol.skewes@baytownsun.com

Thank you and Merry Christmas!
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